The English Heritage Book of Roman Britain

The English Heritage Book of Roman Britain is an extensive guide to the English landscape over a 2500-year period, as well as a celebration of centuries of archaeological work that has transformed our understanding of England's past. It presents a vivid picture of the Anglo-Saxon people, their traditions, beliefs, communities and settlements and their contribution to the history of England. This book is an essential guide for anyone interested in the history and archaeology of England.

The English Heritage Book of Roman London

This book is the definitive guide to Roman London, covering the city from its foundation in AD 43 to its abandonment in the early 5th century. It provides a detailed account of the city's development, its architecture, and its function as a major trading centre.

The English Heritage Book of Roman Towns in Britain

This book is the definitive guide to Roman towns in Britain, covering the period from the foundation of the first town in the late 1st century AD to the abandonment of the last town in the late 5th century. It provides a detailed account of the city's development, its architecture, and its function as a major trading centre.

The English Heritage Book of Shrines & Sacrifice

This book is the definitive guide to the shrines and sacrifice in Roman Britain, covering the period from the foundation of the first shrine in the late 1st century AD to the abandonment of the last shrine in the late 5th century. It provides a detailed account of the city's development, its architecture, and its function as a major trading centre.

The English Heritage Book of Roman North Britain

This book is the definitive guide to Roman North Britain, covering the period from the foundation of the first town in the late 1st century AD to the abandonment of the last town in the late 5th century. It provides a detailed account of the city's development, its architecture, and its function as a major trading centre.
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